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Abstract—Structure with non-negative effective permittivities in the
radial and tangential directions can also perform far-field imaging
beyond the diffraction limit since the dispersion curves can be long
and flat enough and utilized to transfer the subwavelength information.
Thus we propose an impedance-mismatched hyperlens with such a
dispersion curve and increasing thicknesses (from the innermost layer
to the outermost) to reduce reflection losses due to the impedance
difference between the nearby layer pairs. Compared with the
hyperlens with same thickness for each period, the resolution ability of
the hyperlens with varying thicknesses can be improved dramatically,
while the image intensity is weaker. Furthermore, the influence of
the layer number on the imaging is also analyzed to improve the
performance of the system and an improved hyperlens with repeated
thickness setting is also utilized to increase the intensity of the
magnified image.
1. INTRODUCTION
A conventional imaging system only transforms propagating components, and loses the decaying evanescent waves when detected in the
far field. In the previous research, different regimes and methods based
on the simple layered structures are suggested to improve the subwavelength image in the near-field zone [1–5] and recently in the far-field
zone [6]. Such structures amplify partial evanescent waves but still
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keep their decaying character and thus near field detection is required.
Recently, Jacob et al. suggested a novel structure called hyperlens [7],
based on strongly anisotropic metamaterials of cylindrical geometry.
It can magnify a subwavelength object and project the image into the
far field. This extraordinary concept confirmed first by experimental
demonstration in [8]. Such a device would convert evanescent waves
to propagating waves and make the detection and processing easier.
The hyperlens is composed of a (half) cylinder metamaterials with opposite signs of the permittivity in the radial and tangential directions,
and has strongly hyperbolic dispersion for the TM-polarized waves.
Thus in principle it enables nearly all the spatial harmonics (including
evanescent components) of the source radiation to be transformed into
propagating harmonics within the structure. As a result, the diffraction limit of conventional optics can be beaten by such a structure.
Although the hyperlens which is composed of a (half) cylinder metamaterials is different from the multilayered structures, the imaging
mechanism and parameters setting (e.g., permittivities) for subwavelength focusing (especially for multilayered system) in the previous research [9–13] will provide a lot of prospective and help for our current
research in hyperlens. Moreover, systematical research on the cylindrical structure [14, 15] and novel design approaches on the hyperlens
(mainly on the impedance matched cases) [16–18] will also provide a
lot of help and guidance.
In the present paper, we will study another kind of hyperlens
structure with mismatched impedance, which has different dispersion
relation with the above strongly hyperbolic dispersion relation, to
improve the quality of the far-field imaging. Besides the approximate
expressions [7] for the effective permittivities in the radial and
tangential directions, to render a reliable analysis, we will use more
accurate expressions for the effective permittivities to adjust the
parameter setting of the system. Thus the local permittivities for
the neighboring layer pair (one positive and one negative permittivity
layers) in tangential and radial directions can be kept constant as
the radial distance varies. We expect to achieve better magnification
performance using such an improved structure.
2. DISPERSION CURVES OF THE HYPERLENS WITH
UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPY
In the case of uniaxial anisotropy, dielectric permittivity is
characterized by two parameters: εr along the optical axis of the
structure, and εθ transverse to the optical axis. Propagating modes can
be decomposed into two polarization states: the TE and TM waves.
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In the present paper we only consider the TM waves (i.e., the electric
field vector has components both along and transverse to the optical
axis). The dispersion relation given by
kr2 kθ2
+
= k02
(1)
εθ
εr
For the strong anisotropy considered in [7], where εr and εθ are of
opposite signs, the dispersion curve is hyperbolic with infinite-length.
This medium is characterized without cut-off property. When the
tangential permittivity εθ = 0 and radial permittivity εr = ∞ (or a
very large number, e.g., 1000), a flat infinite (or very long) dispersion
curve can be obtained in the lossless case. Such cylindrical anisotropy
can also make a high angular momentum state to penetrate toward the
center (in isotropic dielectrics, high-m modes cannot penetrate toward
the center and carry no subwavelength information), and enables extra
information channels for retrieving the object’s subwavelength details.
The cylindrical TM mode solution for the above anisotropy is given
by [7]
³ω √ ´
Bz ∝ Jm√ε /ε
εθ exp(imφ)
(2)
r 0
c
Figure 1 shows that such a cylindrical anisotropy with εθ = 0
and εr = 1000 (very large value compared with εθ = 0) causes a high
angular momentum state to penetrate toward the center. In [10], we
found that the impedance match between the structures and air is not
necessary for the subwavelength focusing based on the transmission
device. Similarly, εθ = 0 is chosen here.

Figure 1. High angular momentum states (m = 20) in a bulk
metamaterial with εθ = 0 and εr = 1000 (the regions of high intensity
and low intensity are shown in black white, respectively).It shows a
local section of the cylindrical anisotropy and the center is the center
of the metamaterial. We can see that the field penetrates to the center.
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The high angular momentum modes carry subwavelength
information about the object. Our system with two non-negative
permittivities allows some high angular momentums to participate
in the imaging and we expect that such a system can magnify the
subwavelength object. In the following, we will focus on using
metamaterials to construct such a medium.
3. ORDINARY HYPERLENS WITH TWO
NON-NEGATIVE EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITIES
We now consider a hollow core cylinder consisting of alternating
concentric layers with positive permittivity (ε1 ) and negative
permittivity (ε2 ) (see Fig. 2) [7]. The source is placed inside the core of
the hyperlens and the image will be formed outside the structure. The
total layer number is 2N . The inner and outer radii of the innermost
layer (i.e., the 1th layer) are r1 and r2 , and those of the nth layer
(1 ≤ n ≤ 2N ) are rn and rn+1 , respectively.

Figure 2. Top view of the hyperlens made of 2N alternating layers of
metal (dark regions) with ε2 and dielectric (grey regions) with ε1 .
For all n, thickness dn = rn+1 − rn of the nth layer is much
smaller than the operating wavelength, and thus we can treat this finely
structured material as an effective medium. As was demonstrated [19–
22], the operating wavelength λ is chosen to be 11 µm. SiC layers with
ε2 = −4 + 0.25i and Si02 layers with ε1 = 4 are utilized here as the
negative and positive permittivity ones. In the optical frequencies,
we can choose noble metal (e.g., gold. Drude model of gold agrees
with the experimental data very well and we can use the model to
calculate its permittivity at the operating frequency [23, 24]) to be
the negative-permittivity material. Similar to the system in [7], the
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total thickness of any two neighboring layers (as a period) is the same
and equal to 0.6 µ m (i.e., for odd n, dn = d1 and for even n, dn =
d2 ) and we have approximate expressions for effective permittivities
−1
−1
εeθ = (ε1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 ) and εer = [(ε−1
1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 )] .
Here for all n, we choose dn = d/2 = 0.30 µm at first. To reduce the
attenuation of the evanescent wave in the free space, we put the point
source near the inner air-hyperlens interface (the distance between
them in the radius direction is much less than the level of r1 and
layer thickness). First we choose N = 20.
In the present paper, we use the transfer matrix method [14]
to compute the transmission coefficients for all the spatial harmonics
radiated from the source to obtain the image of a point source (with
infinite small size and infinite large peak intensity). The image
plane here is a circle, and for convenience the image intensity is a
function of radian here. In order to describe the focusing quality
of a certain structure for the point source, here we utilize the Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM’ ) of the point source imaging as a
function of radian (the unit of FWHM’ is radian here and the ordinary
unit of the FWHM is length). Thus the resolution ability of the
hyperlens system for the subwavelength information can be defined
as F W HM = F W HM 0 · r1 /λ. We can directly compare the value of
F W HM with the unit of 1 and smaller F W HM represents a better
magnification performance of the system for the point source. Besides,
we define a parameter GM which represents the peak value of the
magnetic field intensity at the image (the peak value of the intensity
distribution at the inner interface of the hyperlens is 5.65). From
simulation (see Fig. 3), F W HM of the system is 0.075, GM = 0.0147
for the previous parameter setting. However, the reflection from the
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Figure 3. Magnetic intensity at the image plane for a point source
when λ = 11 µm, ε1 = 4, ε2 = −4+0.25i and the structure is composed
of N = 20 periods.
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inner interface of the system is strong according to the simulation.
From Fig. 3, it can be found that multilayered cylindrical
structures with ε1 = 4, ε2 = −4+0.25i and suitable layer thickness can
be utilized to magnify the point source with subwavelength dimension.
The disadvantage of this structure is that the reflection from the
interface of the system is strong because of the impedance mismatch.
According to the previous research results [4, 5, 10], we can adjust the
total thickness of the structure to satisfy Fabry-Perot resonance effect
and finally achieve good image. Besides, it is understandable that
a structure with a smaller effective index (i.e., permittivity εθ here)
corresponding to a larger effective wavelength has a larger displacement
range, i.e., less sensitive to some small deviation of the layer positions.
4. THE IMPROVED HYPERLENS WITH MORE
STABLE EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITIES
In Ref. [25], a cylindrical metal annulus is suggested to behave like
a lens. In this paper, a hollow core cylinder consisting of two
concentric layers of negative-permittivity (ε1 ) and positive permittivity
(ε2 ) materials is considered in the near field limit first (the center locate
at origin; the radii of three circular interfaces from inside out are r1 ,
r2 and r3 , respectively). A line dipole with charges ±q locates in the
hollow core cylinder (one charge at origin and the other at distance
a1 from the origin.) will produce different potential distribution.
Matching the potential across the three boundaries and we can get the
expressions for the potential of the outside space (here we are mainly
concerned about the potential of the outside space):
∞
−q X − −m
φ=
Cm r
cos mθ
2πε0

(3)

m=1

− =
where Cm

am
1 4ε0 ε1
−2m
2m
2
mr1 ((ε1 +ε0 ) r2
−(ε1 −ε0 )2 r3−2m r1−2m /r2−2m )

r22 ,

−
Cm

as ε1 = −ε2 .

2m
2m
am
1 r2 /(mr1 )

When r3 r1 =
we can get
=
and the expression
for potential φ of the outside space can be written as
φ=

∞
−q X a−m
2
cos mθ
2πε0
mrm

(4)

m=1

where a2 = a1 (r2 /r1 )2 = a1 (r3 /r1 ). The system behaves like a lens
magnifying the dipole with size r1 and the magnification factor equals
to r3 /r1 . If we assume r1 = a1 , we can get a2 = r3 where r3 /r2 = r2 /r1 .
Thus we know that for such a cylindrical annulus lens structure, the
thicknesses for the two neighboring layers are different. Moreover, we
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will also place the source close to the inner air-hyperlens interface to
let more evanescent components of the source transformed into the
structure and it can be considered that the image plane locates at the
outer air-hyperlens interface. Based on this result, we will study the
parameter setting for a multilayered hyperlens.
The effective medium theory can give good guidance and description of certain structure’s optical behavior. For the multilayered structure with the same period parameters, we can get
that for every neighboring layer pair (i.e., n = 1, 2, . . . , 2N − 1)
the permittivity expressions (εn dn + εn+1 dn+1 )/(dn + dn+1 ) equals
−1
−1
to (ε1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 ) and [(ε−1
n dn + εn+1 dn+1 )/(dn + dn+1 )]
−1
−1 based on the transmisequal to [(ε−1
1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 )]
sion line model in [4] and therefore (ε1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 ) and
−1
−1 can represent the effective permittivities
[(ε−1
1 d1 + ε2 d2 )/(d1 + d2 )]
in the direction parallel and normal in Cartesian coordinate system.
But for the multilayered hyperlens structure, different layer has different radius and therefore each cylindrical layer is different. Similar to
the transmission line model in [4], we can deduce the two parameters
εn,n+1
and εn,n+1
related to the local permittivities for the two neighr
θ
boring layers (the nth and n + 1th layers, 1 ≤ n < 2N ) in the radial
and tangential directions in cylindrical coordinates. The expressions
can be obtained as follows:
µ
¶Áµ
µ
¶
¶
rn+2
ln(rn+2 ) ln(rn )
1
1
n,n+1
εr
=ln
−
+
−
ln(rn+1 ) ; (5a)
rn
εn+1
εn
εn εn+1
µ
µ
¶
µ
¶¶ Á µ
¶
rn+1
rn+2
rn+2
n,n+1
εθ
= εn ln
+ εn+1 ln
ln
(5b)
rn
rn+1
rn
where εn is the positive permittivity ε1 as n is odd otherwise εn is
the negative permittivity ε2 and ln(x) is the natural logarithm of x.
When the thickness of every period is the same, as rn → ∞ (i.e.,
∞
n → ∞), Eq. (5) becomes ε∞
r = 2εn εn+1 /(εn + εn+1 ) and εθ =
∞
∞
(εn + εn+1 )/2. Thus εr and εθ are only the approximate effective
nonzero diagonal components of the anisotropic permittivity tensor As
n increases to infinite the value of εn,n+1
and εn,n+1
keep oscillating
r
θ
∞
before converging to ε∞
r and εθ (i.e., the amplitude of oscillation
monotonically decreases). Based on the effective medium theory, if
we can keep the values of εn,n+1
and εn,n+1
unchanged as n varies,
r
θ
reflection within the structure will be reduced and the performance of
the system may be improved. In the practical design, the layer number
should not be too large because of the material loss and r1 can not be
too large due to the magnifying property (approximately described by
r2N /r1 , this value should be large enough, e.g., 10) of the hyperlens.
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We try to utilize different parameter setting (e.g., different layer
thicknesses) to keep εn,n+1
and εn,n+1
unchanged for all n so that
r
θ
effective permittivities will be the local permittivities in Eq. (5). It
can be found that if rn+2 /rn+1 = rn+1 /rn ≡c(1 ≤ n < 2N and c is a
constant), Eq. (5) becomes
εn,n+1
= εr (rn+2 /rn+1 = rn+1 /rn ≡c) =
r

2εn εn+1
;
εn + εn+1

(6)
εn + εn+1
= εθ =
2
Thus we propose an improved structure with different thickness
for each layer. For all n, dn = rn+1 − rn should be a positive
value. Thus we obtain that the constant c in Eq. (6) should be
larger than 1. The thickness of the nth layer can be written as
dn = (c − 1)rn . As n increases, the layer thickness dn will also increase.
Thus our improved structure consists of those concentric layers whose
thicknesses are a monotonously increasing sequence. The maximal
thickness d2N = c2N −1 (c − 1)r1 should be much smaller than the half
wavelength, thus d2N should satisfy d2N < λ/B (B is a constant and
can be chosen according to the practical request. E.g., B could be 10).
Thus we can obtain an approximate upper limit for the pair number
N < Nmax = (logc (λ/(Br1 (c − 1))) + 1)/2.
The resolution of the hyperlens is determined by the effective
wavelength at the core and is given by ∆ ∝ (r2N /r1 )λ [7]. We can
define magnification factor as A = r2N /r1 , which is related to the
magnifying ability of a hyperlens for the subwavelength source. For
the ideal hyperlens, the source located at r = r1 and the image located
at r = r2N should have the same FWHM’ (i.e., light follows the radial
direction). In the practical situation, light may be bent outwards (with
respect to the radial direction, see Fig. 4(b)) because of the material
loss or other reasons. Thus for imaging a point source with a practical
hyperlens, smaller F W HM represents a better performance of the
hyperlens as the magnification factor is fixed.
In order to magnify smaller subwavelength information, the
magnification factor A should be much larger than 1 (e.g., A = 10).
Thus there is a lower limit for N and N > Nmin = log(A)/log(c2 ).
Through selecting different values for c, we can get different value
ranges for pair number N , e.g., if we choose c = 1.03, B = 4, r1 = λ/2
and A = 10, then the approximate limit value for N is N < 48 and
N > 39.
When c is chosen to be a larger value, both the upper and lower
limits will decrease. Contrarily, they will increase. As r1 decreases, the
upper limit Nmax will increase accordingly while the lower limit keeps
εn,n+1
θ
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Figure 4. (a) Magnetic intensity at the image plane for a point source
when λ = 11 µm, ε1 = 4, ε2 = −4 + 0.25i and the pair number of the
structure is N = 30. (b) Corresponding relative intensity Ir as a
function of distancer and angular θ. At any fixed distance r, relative
intensity Ir (as a function of θ) equals the magnetic field intensity (at
distance r) divided by the corresponding maximum intensity Gm (r)
(the maximum intensity at distance r from the center). It shows the
highly directional nature of the beam from the point sources.
unchanged. The lower limit Nmin will decrease as A decreases. It is
easy to know that a larger B corresponds to a smaller pair number
(the outmost layer should be thinner).
Here we choose pair number N = 30, c = 1.03 and r1 = 4 as an
example. The values of F W HM and GM (GM is the maximum value
of the magnetic intensity at the image plane for the point source and
note that G m (r) is the maximum value of the magnetic intensity at
the distance r from the center) for such a system are 0.061 and 0.034,
respectively. The reflection loss within the hyperlens system is smaller.
From the simulation, it can be seen that such an improved
hyperlens structure has good far-field magnification performance for
a subwavelength object.
Thus not only an ordinary hyperlens
but also the improved hyperlens (both have non-negative effective
permittivities) has good performance when they magnify the
subwavelength information, although the impedances of the two
systems don’t match with the surrounding air.
5. FAR-FIELD MAGNIFICATION IMAGING OF THE
ORDINARY AND IMPROVED STRUCTURES
In this section, we will study two different far-field imaging structures
both with mismatched impedance as the period number changes. One
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is the ordinary hyperlens structure with the same thickness for each
period, and the other is the improved hyperlens structure (i.e., each
layer has different thickness). When we compare the performance of
the two structures, they should have the same layer number N , r1 and
total thickness D (i.e., they have the same magnification factor A).
Parameter c of the improved hyperlens is chosen to be 1.03, A = 5 and
B = 5. Thus for our improved hyperlens the approximate upper and
lower limits for pair number N are 49 and 27, respectively. The value
range for N is from 25 to 51 (a little bit wider than the approximately
calculated value range). According to the simulation, the F W HM and
GM as functions of the system’s total thickness for both the improved
and ordinary hyperlenses are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. (a) F W HM and (b) GM as functions of the total thickness.
The solid black curves are for the improved hyperlens and the dashed
blue curves are for the ordinary hyperlens.
In Fig. 5, one can see that F W HM of the improved hyperlens
is smaller than that of the ordinary hyperlens in most cases. For the
improved hyperlens, the F W HM decreases at first and then increases
as the total thickness increases. As N decreases close to the lower limit
or increase close to the upper limit, the F W HM will increase and the
resolution will be degraded. This is consistent with our approximate
limit for the pair number N . According to Fig. 5(b), we’d better
choose pair number N smaller than 45 (i.e., the total thickness is
smaller than 52 µm) in the practical design of the improved hyperlens.
When N = 43 (i.e., the total thickness is 45.2 µm), the minimum
F W HM = 0.0364 is obtained.
From the simulation, it can be found that the performance of
the thick ordinary hyperlens is not as good as those with very small
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total thickness (i.e., considering the F W HM and image intensity).
However, the magnification factor A of thin structure is small
and this means the magnifying ability of the system is also weak.
Some subwavelength information is still of subwavelength size after
magnification and the near field detection is still needed. This doesn’t
satisfy the design intention of a hyperlens.
For both hyperlenses, the image intensity decreases exponentially
as the total thickness increases because of material losses. The total
thickness of the structures cannot be too large. Otherwise, the image
intensity is too weak to be detected. When the pair number is close
to or larger than the upper limit, the image is too bad for both
systems. For the improved structure, although the F W HM is still
good, the image intensity is too weak. For the ordinary structure,
the image intensity is acceptable but the F W HM is dramatically
degraded. Compared with the ordinary hyperlens, the improved
structure produces much weaker image intensity which may lead to
detection difficulty in applications. This is due to the fact that
the outer layers (especially the outermost layer) are much thicker
than those of the ordinary hyperlens. We know that, in order to
resist material loss and improve subwavelength imaging, Pendry and
Ramakrishna [26] cut one thick metal slab into many thin layers
and separated them (i.e., alternative metal and air layers). Thus in
the present improved structure, the presence of thick layers leads to
some disadvantages (i.e., weak image intensity) of such a system. We
can design a new improved structure with repeated thickness setting
(we separate all the layers into 2 groups). When 1 ≤ n ≤ N 0
(where N 0 = N when N is even and N 0 = N + 1 when N is odd),
dn = cn r1 − cn−1 r1 and when n > N 0 , dn = dn−N 0 .Thus the thickest
layers of this new structure would not be too thick and the image
intensity may increase. We compare the imaging property of the new
improved structure and the ordinary structure. From simulation, for
a new improved structure with c = 1.04 and N = 40, F W HM is
0.042 and GM = 1.4 × 10−3 . For an ordinary structure with a fixed
period but the same total thickness and pair number F W HM is 0.049
and GM = 0.58 × 10−3 . It can easily be found that F W HM and
the magnetic field intensity of the former is better than those of the
latter. However, in Fig. 5(b), we can see that the GM of the improved
hyperlens is much smaller than that of the ordinary hyperlens. We
can obtain that this new design for the improved hyperlens help to
increase the magnetic intensity of the image. Thus in the practical
applications our new improved hyperlens may achieve good resolution
and acceptable image intensity at the same time when the parameters
of the hyperlens are carefully chosen.
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6. CONCLUSION
In present paper, an improved hyperlens with layers of geometrically
growing thickness is demonstrated to project an image to the far
field beyond the diffraction limit. Our system possesses non-negative
effective permittivities in the tangential and radial directions and
increases layer thicknesses from the innermost layer. Increasing
thicknesses of the improved system can help to reduce reflection
losses within the structure and finally improve the performance of
the system. Besides, we have analyzed the influence of layer number
on the imaging quality. Different parameters should be purposefully
chosen for the improved hyperlens according to the practical requests
and our research results can give a good guidance. A new improved
hyperlens with repeated thickness setting is only briefly discussed
and we found it can dramatically improve intensity of the imaging
compared with the improved hyperlens. In the following study, we
will study on utilizing different methods (e.g., separating all the layers
into M groups (M > 2) or adjusting the surface termination [22]) to
optimize such kind of hyperlens in detail. Moreover, tunable hyperlens
will be studied based on the different novel materials (e.g., composites
of negative-permittivity particles) [27–29]. Such system can overcome
some drawbacks of the structures from pure metals and can work
for any desired wavelengths by just adjusting the volume fraction of
negative-permittivity particles.
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